
Self-Care
Making it work for youth workers



Why do we do self-care?
To answer this question, we need to understand 
what we’re trying to protect ourselves from.

Helpless

Hopeless

Cynical

Exhausted

Emotionally
drained

Resentful

Overwhelmed

Unable to
meet constant

demands
Grief

“I’m not 
getting joy 

out of 
my work”

“I’m feeling 
negative 
about my

workplace”

“I’m not sure
why I’m doing

this job
anymore”

Anger Despair

Burnout
A state of emotional, 
mental and physical 

exhaustion caused by 
excessive and prolonged 

stress. It reduces 
productivity and saps 

your energy.

Vicarious 
Trauma

When trauma experienced 
by a young person starts 
to cause distress for the 

youth worker.

Burnout and vicarious trauma are risk factors of ‘helping work’ 
like youth work, so self-care is important to prevent them.



What is self-care?
“[Self-care] is about how we actually live our lives.”
- Deb Penglase

Self care is

Holistic Intentional Proactive Ongoing
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Being honest with 
yourself about 
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Thinking about 
situations in 

which you could 
build resilience or 

boundaries

Creating 
opportunities 
to gently test 

how you respond 
to challenging 
situations and 

building up strength

Building skills 
that maintain 

your autonomy, 
accountability, 
and emotional 
management

Self care is multi-dimensional

Physical Emotional Spiritual Nutritional

Self-care is about good and regular habits, not just periodical distraction.



Self-care creates a positive loop

Practising 
self-care

Understanding 
you are valuable

Positive 
relationship 
with yourself



Why might self-care not work?
What can we do about that?

Self-care may not work because... What can we do about it? 
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beginning.
It’s like any new habit: it takes conscious effort to 
establish.

A habit takes six to 12 weeks to build.
Try: creating a self-care plan and scheduling in 
time each week to build the habit, for a certain 
period of time.

You may have tried self-care but it ‘didn’t 
work’. 
This can be because you are trying to do what 
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you need to do the work.

Self-care is about you, not someone else.
Try:���Ġ�� �������#� �������%�!�����������! �
also what situations you would like to build 
strength and resilience in.

You may feel you’re working against the clock.
It’s easier to cancel on yourself than cancel on 
others.

This is related to working on your boundaries. 
Try: breaking your to-dos into what you have to do, 
what you want to do, and what you are doing for 
others.


